VELCRO® brand DCS (Die-Cut Shape) touch fasteners put holding power exactly where it’s needed and keep seats looking good for years.

DCS fasteners are cut in unique curved shapes to suit a seat’s design, with molded nylon hooks from edge to edge to engage the loop incorporated into the trim cover. Molded right into the seat bun with a special polyester/acrylic backing that enhances adhesion to the foam, they provide solid, enduring grip. Yet misalignments during assembly are easily corrected.

DCS fasteners have all the advantages of other VELCRO® touch fasteners — faster assembly, less rework, lower process cost, long-term performance — with even greater design flexibility. Various hook configurations and removable PVC covers are available to suit your needs.

It’s a challenge to assemble today’s distinctive seat designs without compromising productivity or cost-effectiveness.
**Molding to Foam**
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